
BASKERVILLE 1000  -  DRIVERS BRIEFING 

1. Clerk of Course:   Mel Beets       

Deputy Clerk of Course:       Dennis Burgess 

2. Thanks to Secretary of Meeting, Greg Mays and Chairman of Organising Committee, 

Bruce Thomas and Organising Committee for a huge amount of work leading up to event.    

Special thanks to Officials who have made their time available. 

3. Motorsports Australia Stewards will be advised  

4. OHS     Don’t speed in Pits and be sensible if working under cars in Pit Area      THERE 

IS NO FAST LANE in PIT LANE 

5. Covid 19        Obey Social Distancing rules and think of your fellow competitors 

6. Timing   If we have a problem with timing your car we will black flag it (Starters Box) and 

change the Dorian transponder in pit lane.   Transponders are placed in a cage attached 

by organisers in a position on the undersurface of the car.  The practice / warmup will be 

an opportunity to check the working of each transponder. 

7. Schedule: 

7:30  Scrutineering 

8:15  Officials Briefing 

8:40  Drivers Briefing 

9:15    Track open for 40 minute practice / warm up 

10:10  Dry/Wet times must be with Clerk of Course 

10:15  All cars in Pit Lane 

10:20    Event commences 

16:20  Event Concludes 

16:40  Awards Presentation at Scrutineering Bay 

8. Driving Standards    Actions that might get you a black flag include 

a. Ignoring Flag Signals, particularly at Start/Finish line 

b. Over competitive driving   The event is a 6 hour Regularity not a race. 

c. Late Braking and forcing through inside of another car 

d. Dangerous entry / reentry to track 

e. Racing another competitor 

f. Lapping faster than the event minimum time (70 seconds) 

The history of the event has demonstrated that it is experienced Racers who most often 

see the Black Flag as their competitive instinct overrides the discipline required to do well 

in a Regularity event.    

Remember the car that’s 5 to 10 seconds slower a lap than you might be 100 points or 

more ahead of you in the results  

9. Event Start    We will not seed competitors at the start of any session   Obey the 

instructions of Pit Lane Marshalls 

10. Leaving Pit Lane    Show Stop/Go Recorder at end of Pit Lane your position in team (the 

colour of your wrist band) by signal out of window   Hold arm high so wrist band can be 

seen    Stop / Go will wave you on to the track when safe to do so.   Note:  Stop/Go will 

note if car is returning from Fuel Stop. 

Keep hard left for at least 75 metres (to the start of the concrete curb in turn one on 

drivers left) 

11. Break down   If safe to do so leave vehicle   If possible indicate flat tow or lift tow    We 

will get car back as soon as practicable under a Safety Car via infield if possible. 

 



12. Safety Car    Maintain position approx. 4 car lengths from preceding car    Safety Car will 

turn off lights at Skyline and will proceed away from the field at start of main straight.   

The leading car in queue must maintain a speed of approx. 80 KMH to a point adjacent to 

the Pit Entry Road.   At that time, if the Clerk of Course is satisfied that there is 

sufficient gap from the Safety Car and the field is reasonably compact, the Starter 

and ALL flag points will remove Safety Car Boards and Yellow flags and wave a Green 

Flag for one lap.    All competitors may recommence competition speed wherever they 

are on the track.   

13. Red Flag    Slow down, maintain position, be prepared to stop and return to Pit Lane 

14. Blue Flag   A quicker car is behind you    Maintain line and continue at your normal pace    

Quicker driver to respect slower driver and pass safely 

15. Yellow Flag   Caution, be prepared to stop and no passing till green flag 

16. Yellow/Red striped   Problem with track surface   Be aware 

17. White Flag   There is a slow vehicle on track   Be aware 

18. Green Flag    Recommence competition 

19. Black Flag    Driving Standards infringement 

Black Flag with orange circle    Mechanical defect 

Displayed in Starters Box with car number    In both cases the signalled vehicle is to 

enter Pit Lane, stop at base of Control Tower at the designated point and wait for 

instructions from officials of the event.  Failure to obey signal may result in a 5 minute 

Stop/Go in Pit Lane.  Multiple failures to obey may result in longer Stop/Go penalties.  

20. Black/White triangle   Displayed in Starters Box with car number   Shown to driver as a 

warning for improper behaviour 

21. Dry / Wet Target times   The Clerk of Course will determine if a change needs to be 

made from “DRY” to “WET” and Vice Versa   If a change is made the Safety Car will be 

activated and the appropriate track condition displayed at the Starter’s Box. 

22. Alcohol    The area inside the track is alcohol free until cessation of competition  

23. Smoking    The area inside the track is designated No Smoking except for the Spectator 

Mound at the northern end of the Pits and the Observation Area above the Kelly Room 

24. Teams will be excluded from event for: 

(i) Refuelling outside designated Refuelling Area (MG Car Port) 

(ii) Signalling outside designated Signalling Area (Pit Straight) 

25. There will be a presentation and BBQ at the Scrutineering Bay after the event.   The 

Darryl Wilcox Club Room will be open for serving of refreshments. 

26. Refuel Stop Control Procedure:   Car will be recorded at Refuel Stop Point where a  

‘sticky’ note will be placed on inside of windscreen. The car will then proceed to the 

Refuelling Area (Multiple Bays in use as directed by Marshalls – 2 vehicles may refuel 

line astern separated by at least 3 metres), Car will be held at Refuel Stop Control until 7 

minutes have expired then proceed to Pit Exit where ‘sticky’ note will be removed, driver 

number noted and evidence of Pit Stop noted on Control Sheet.   

27. AFTER END OF EVENT PLEASE RETURN DORIAN TRANSPONDER TO EVENT 

ORGANISERS     (Cage can remain in place for future events) 

 

 

Mel Beets for 

Baskerville 1000 Organisation Team 


